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H2 LEARNING CURVE

A CONVERSATION WITH ...

I see my work as bridging the gap between civilisations, says Lim.

A love affair with �peribahasa�
Dr Lim Kim Hui’s work
on Budi as the Malay
Mind is praised as “a
first scientific and
theoretical attempt to
look into the logic and
emotion of the Malays
from their proverbs”.
The research fellow at
the Institute of
Occidental Studies,
Universiti Kebangsaan
Malaysia talks to
FAEZAH ISMAIL about
the pivotal role “budi
and its network” play
in Malay thinking.

THE sprawling padi fields that
make up the rice bowl states of
Malaysia evoke a sense of

security in many, tranquillity in
others and humility in Dr Lim Kim
Hui.

Lim, a research fellow at the
Institute of Occidental Studies,
Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia,
identifies padi with a lack of false
pride as expressed by the Malay
proverb, or peribahasa, semakin
berisi semakin tunduk which means
the more knowledgeable you are,
the more humble you become.

Coax him further and the
Kedah-born will delight his listener
with more proverbs relating to padi:
baik membawa resmi padi, daripada
membawa resmi lalang (it is better to

follow the nature of padi than the
nature of lalang); bawa resmi padi,
makin berisi makin tunduk (follow the
nature of padi, the fuller it is, the
more it will bow); ilmu padi, makin
berisi makin rendah (like an ear of
corn, the fuller it is of grain, the

lower it bends).
These proverbs are positive

expressions of humility or rendah
diri, a concept, Lim believes, the
Malays inherited from the culture of
rice farming. Seperti ilmu padi
hampa, makin lama makin
mencongak (like an ear of corn
which grows tall in proportion to its
emptiness), however, implies
arrogance.

Those who equate rasa rendah diri
(which should be encouraged) with
rasa hina diri (self-denigration,
which should be avoided) are
missing the point.

“We would be distorting Malay
cultural history if we were to deny
the positive value of rendah diri and
to define it along the lines of
inferiority complex. Rasa rendah diri
is not an inferiority complex but a
philosophical search for
knowledge,” says Lim.

There are more proverbial gems in
the academic’s collection. Indeed,
his knowledge of peribahasa and its
cognates (bahasa berkias, simpulan
bahasa, perumpamaan,
pepatah/petitih, perbilangan and
bidalan) is awe-inspiring.

Lim’s love affair with Malay
proverbs has led to intellectual
fulfilment: a doctorate with a grade
of highest distinction (2002) from

the University of Hamburg,
Germany.

His dissertation entitled Budi as the
Malay Mind: A Philosophical Study of
Malay Ways of Reasoning and
Emotion in Peribahasa is “a first
scientific and theoretical attempt to
look into the logic and emotion of
the Malays from their proverbs”.

To appreciate Budi as the Malay
Mind, it is vital to grasp the
messages the word budi and its
variants are imparting. Its origin is
Sanskrit: buddhi which means
wisdom, understanding or intellect.
Its meaning was broadened to
include ethics as well as intellect and
reason following the word’s
entrance into the Malay vocabulary.

“Budi now carries many nuances
of meanings in the Malay worldview
and plays a pivotal role in every
aspect of Malay life,” explains Lim in
his article Budi as the Malay Mind
(IIAS Newsletter, July 2003).

“It can mean intellect, as shown
by the phrase akal budi, meaning
common sense or healthy mind.

“It can also signify kindness or
virtue, as shown in the last two lines
of the famous pantun (quatrain):
pisang emas dibawa belayar/masak
sebiji di atas peti/ hutang emas boleh
dibayar/hutang budi dibawa mati
(sail away with a bunch of

bananas/one ripe fruit remains on
the box/debts we can repay/debts
of kindness, we take to the grave).

“Commonly, however, it can
denote moral behaviour or moral
character/action as in budi pekerti.

“It can also be understood as
discretion or good judgment with
flexibility when used in conjunction
with akal (mind) and hati (feelings)
as reflected in budi bicara.

“Budi should also contribute to the
practical aspect, in the form of budi
daya (ability).”

“Budi and its network” (see
illustration) is how Lim has aptly
coined the above. His analysis has
made it possible to discern the force
of budi in Malay culture in the
function of budi and its network and
in the traits of a budiman or a wise
person.

As Professor Rainer Carle, Lim’s
PhD supervisor at the University of
Hamburg, puts it: “Lim has analysed
Malay ideas of reason (akal) and
emotion (hati) which are brilliantly
connected by the complex system
of budi wisdom — which a budiman
must have — whose roots are
genuinely Asian.”

Lim argues that it is “budi and its
network that determine the thinking
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